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ebruary 2015, already cooking along, and the
horizon for amazement keeps widening. Buses
and parks full of people sprouting ear buds and
dexterously moving fingers in frenzied typing intensely
staring at little mobile screens. Overhead, flocks of silly
wild parrots squawk and gossip, hurrying across the San
Francisco sky. ROARSHOCK PAGE explores the ingenious use of SPAM email in questioning the work,
Real Replica Watches by Anon of Ibid, extracted here.
REAL REPLICA WATCHES
SEVENTEENTH HOUR:
ROKERDRAG RACER: A DRAGON
A man’s time tested run, if you please, in this booth
briefly sucked (not flew unpleasantly) @ business. Absolutely! Well, observe, continued green purpose in the
Lodge’s attempt for a cheerfully soft day. Panda C.
Plantain! Blindly @ what to do, Oversleep Q.
Kaohsiung (embracing Envies Q. Murderous’ bag of
worry, who wept dark on the sofa, chanting deeply).
Maggie Maria, puzzled, immediately observed the rub
bomb parcel to “Evelyn Grant” and knew to push the
clergyman Simon Dedalus who swore he made these
apparatus, nailing a fit ground for imperial yeomanry,
and eating approved spoils as said before. System muscle stepped blade verse on the so off understood note
about Irish sport and hope to invent wood shed war, or
so said Daniel Flanagan. Eerie, breathing upon him,
trying base met coal to pass it off, said basket porter
Panda C. Plantain. Hello, Daniel Flanagan! Heart program a tuning fork not writing remonstrate spent against
such infamy? A delightful tour. Why, you know, my
dear fellow, when one has been frightened and afraid
double serpentine on the food tie. His excellency waits
and wraps for you. An effect said a voice across the thin
air up to overtake your share of the venture, what the
cloud man bar door saw in a separate carriage, a shell
held at ruin by a land wreck decision, the most splendid
of their lives. Then without further farm soup expostulation or delay, Maggie Maria obnoxiously laughed and
began sighting to reproduce the eerie flung question ring
count for a sweet price of massive sweets. Tree sweets
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of sin. Simon Dedalus’ condemned profit voice burned
hills in answer, somewhat, and poured a cruse of appreciative Acid. Property forgo murder. General office
commotion past. All right, Oversleep Q. Kaohsiung.
Good night. An open wise slow guaranteed sentence!
Cheer remarked the stranger, gravely Evelyn Grant’s
apple. Old Grammy Granny told because you see for an
advertised nail hid and fit ground in imperial yeomanry,
and that’s a fact, said Daniel Flanagan else and in no
other way. Thus, a habit these not relatives, and, this
being the case, it would be true too qualified to strut in
the front of a bank-porter. It outnumber those ones in
July, ones in September and twos in October, attorney
Panda C. Plantain said outside court, but the two fives
may exhibit a quality in a greater degree than it did before: if individual branches of knowledge are housed.
The them as derivatives, or in some other by less, less
than that for which greater changes of color take place.
1,300 feet of room for the turn. To make a successful
turn, the river without filing flight plans or checking in
with avain traffic control the one to the other; for that
which each to each, or of parts that bulged out, one story beyond another, as they rose all relative. Indeed this
was self-evident: for if a man knows some opposite of
the thing known, in the same sense; and the thing appeared to be present in the head of an animal, since
many animals have no head annihilation of perceptible
perception in particular instances. If a man knows definitely that such and such a thing, though all irrelevant
attributes should be removed, and only the contrary
quality come to being. The statement he apprehended by
knowledge; by perception, perception existed so that the
other should also exist: for if but to made the case of
such to not exist there can be no knowledge: for there
will no longer be an object of knowledge, yet the
knowledge of it has not yet come @ present in that with
which the most distinctive mark of substance appeared.
Envies Q. Murderous “adamantly denied the fact that
Oversleep Q. Kaohsiung had not teeth, nor sight, at the
time when by nature he should.” For though this generally applied to them, indeed all those kinds of quantity
which they joined. For example: two fives make none
solid, said to be more and not possible to know forthwith whose head or hand expressed. Thus, Sunday’s
expected announcement of a verdict in the trial of seven
fires both sick and healthy, both the name and therefore
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the state that those things possessed, in and by themselves, involved an affirmation. The last time so many
firefighters were killed because a man defined the end
of time and the definition applied to the subject. Similarly the parts of a plane have position, contrary of
themselves, but people vary in the degree in which they
possess distraught and scared courses in one way or
another with reference to quickly include the species.
For instance, the individual man at another bad capacity
found nowhere else, though it might incite violence
against idolaters which had grown unabated in an update on the crash. Daniel Flanagan and Simon Dedalus
were boxing, or wrestling, as the case may ask. Panda
C. Plantain said he planned to be with his wife, Authorities were trying terms of either of these also explained
by its relation to its opposite knowledge, or some other
preposition being used to indicate some creatures which
from birth without sight, or without account of the nature of an individual will give the most distinctive mark
of quantity that equality originates in natural constitution, but also this: the flames overran the fire crew, destroyed many homes and charred more than Evelyn
Grant, celebrating her birthday. The object of
knowledge, yet the knowledge of it had not yet come
into position. Thus, some quantities curved things
shaped to give rise to a form of constitutive property.
Moreover, in such cases it explained what sort of mind
of these quantities, properly so called, that things were
not predicated of a person in virtue to determine whether an eavesdropping program and the Parrot Act sold
out to space. Headed, as that of an animal, for the animal does true to many other things, such as quantity.
Not one of these terms, in and by itself, involves an affirmation; days after the accident, the Feral Avian Aggregation ordered a U-turn with only 1,300 feet of room
for the turn. To make a successful turn, the river without filing flight plans or checking in, fell 30 stories to
the street below. Investigators interrogated suspected
terrorists. The No Such Agency’s existence troposphere
firefighters were overrun by flames in support of the
men and women of the airplane, which also carried
flight instructor Daniel Flanagan. Strangely it struck the
building, the probable cause of the crash will likely be
voted on in a ruling by the full board at a later date.
President Grammy Granny, worked a campaign crowd
with a yell. “President Grammy Granny has never had a
plan to win against Idolaters, and now unfortunate
Oversleep Q. Kaohsiung of No Such Agency agrees to
pull out of what Idolaters say! As for the rest, time,
place, state, since the mountain claims this attribute by
comparison already mentioned, in this intrinsic nature.
Service took the lives of five heroes!” Forest Chaplain
Simon Dedalus strode into the darkened spring filled
hall.
— Anon of Ibid
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02/01 1942
02/02 1848
02/02 2015
02/03 1690
2015
02/04 1899
02/05 2015
02/06 1748
02/09 1775
02/10 1258
02/13 1881
02/14 2015

02/15 2013
02/17 1904
02/18 2015
02/21 1874
02/25 1986
02/26 1808
02/27 2003

Voice of America began broadcasting.
The first ship with Chinese immigrants
aboard arrived in San Francisco.
GROUNDHOG DAY
Massachusetts colony issued first paper
money in the Americas.
FULL SNOW MOON
Philippine-American War began with the
Battle of Manila.
JTEL’S DAY
Adam Weishaupt, Illuminati founder, was
born in Ingolstadt, Bavaria.
The British Parliament declared Massachusetts to be in rebellion.
Baghdad fell to the Mongols, and the Abbasid Caliphate was destroyed.
La Citoyenne was first published in Paris.
In Copenhagen, a public discussion called
Art, Blasphemy and Freedom of Expression, and later the city’s Great Synagogue
were attacked by a lone gunman.
A meteor exploded over Russia, with
shock waves injuring 1,500 people.
Madama Butterfly by Giacomo Puccini
premièred at La Scala in Milan.
NEW MOON
The Oakland Daily Tribune published its
first edition.
People Power Revolution in Philippines.
Honoré Daumier was born in Marseille.
Mister Fred Rogers died in Pittsburgh.
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